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Collected Questions

- Where is it?
- How to get there?
- Conference site?
- What else in Dresden?
- Reception?

- Event & banquet?
- Beaches?
- Cohibas?
- Unexpected problems?
- The Bags?
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What else ?
capital of saxony
2006: 800 years anniversary
half million inhabitants
center of saxon silicon valley
dresden – home of expressionism
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Reception?
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Event & Banquet ?
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Unexpected problems ?
inventions - made in dresden
Dresden is committed to reduce air pollution!
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Beaches ?
Beaches ?

REAL-TIME brave hearts swim in the Elbe river!
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Bags ?

YES!

See proof-of-concept prototype!

BYO rucksack!
More questions?
See you at ECRTS 2006 in Dresden !